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GA 8* Heritage Conservation - Unscramble   
Vocabulary 
Item 

Adjectives describing architecture and buildings: 

 opinion: graceful, majestic, original, peaceful, tranquil 

 shape: circular, oval, pointed, rectangular, triangular 

 colour: brown, crimson, green, grey, white 

 material: brick, marble, steel, stone, wooden  

 

Vocabulary 
Building 
Strategy 

Using knowledge of lexical relations – hyponyms 

* This activity was developed for the unit ‘Heritage Conservation’ in Chapter 2.  
 
Activity Description 
This activity aims to strengthen students’ understanding of lexical relations. Students 
have to re-arrange the letters of the given words to form adjectives describing 
architecture or buildings on the activity sheets.   
 
Materials for Each Pair of Students 
A set of activity sheets for the game ‘Unscramble’ 
 
Procedures 
1. Students work in pairs to unscramble the letters of the words on the activity sheets. 

All the words are adjectives for describing architecture or buildings.  
2. Students study the adjectives, identify which groups of adjectives they belong to 

and circle the correct answers.  
3. The first pair who gets the correct answers for all the four groups of adjectives wins 

the game.  
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Activity Sheet – Unscramble 

 
 

Unscramble (1) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first three letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.   

1. fcule   pea             

2. lnuiq   tra              

3. isetc   maj             

4. fceul   gra              

5. agnli   ori              

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 

 

 

Unscramble (2) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first two letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.  

1. idnte   po              

2. graulain  tr               

3. cuarlr   ci               

4. atnularcg  re               

5. la    ov              

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 
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Unscramble (3) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first two letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.  

1. tie wh            

2. won br             

3. ene gr             

4. osnim cr             

5. ye gr              

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 

 

 

Unscramble (4) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first two letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.  

1. lrbe   ma             

2. deno   wo             

3. ikc   br              

4. noe   st              

5. ele   st              

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 
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 (Answer Keys) 

 

Unscramble (1) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first three letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.  

1. fcule   peaceful 

2. lnuiq   tranquil 

3. isetc   majestic 

4. fceul   graceful 

5. agnli   original 

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 

 

 

Unscramble (2) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first two letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.  

1. idnte   pointed   

2. griaulan  triangular   

3. cuarrl   circular   

4. atnularcg  rectangular   

5. la    oval   

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 
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 (Answer Keys) 
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Unscramble (3) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first two letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.  

1. tie   white  

2. won   brown 

3. ene   green   

4. osnim   crimson   

5. ye    grey   

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 

 

 

Unscramble (4) 

Can you write the correct words? All the words are adjectives for describing 
architecture and buildings. The first two letters of each scrambled word have been 
provided as hints.  

1. lrbe   marble  

2. deno   wooden   

3. ikc   brick  

4. noe   stone   

5. ele   steel   

Which group of adjectives do they belong to? Circle the correct answer. 

(opinion, dimension, shape, age, colour, religion, origin, material) 
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GA 9 Meeting Friends for Fun – Word Pair Race    
Vocabulary 
Item 

Verb phrases about what friends may do/have together: 

do: do gymnastics, do lunch, do the cooking, do shopping 

go: go shopping, go sightseeing, go swimming, go surfing 

have: have a drink, have a good time, have a party, have fun,  

  have lunch  

make: make a drink, make friends, make lunch 

play: play badminton, play golf, play tennis 

Vocabulary 
Building 
Strategies 

Using knowledge of collocation – verb + noun collocation  

Using word recording strategies 

 
Activity Description 
This activity focuses on students’ awareness of collocation and aims to help them 
retain the target vocabulary through the use of graphic organisers. Students play the 
game in groups of four. In three minutes, they write as many correct pairs of ‘verb + 
noun/noun phrases’ as possible and organise them in word forks.  
 
Materials for Each Group 
An activity sheet for the game ‘Word Pair Race’ 
A piece of A3 paper  
A marker  
Blu-tack 
 
Procedures 
1. Students play the game in groups of four.  
2. Students are introduced to what a word fork is. 
3. Students discuss and make as many pairs of ‘verb + noun/noun phrases’ as possible 

using the given words in the Activity Sheet in three minutes. They have to organise 
and present them using word forks on the A3 paper.  

4. Students put their work on the blackboard using blu-tack for their teacher’s 
comments. One mark will be awarded for each correct pair and one mark deducted 
for each wrong answer.  

5. The group with the highest marks wins the game.  
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